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PUBLISHER'S NOTE

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY

A

s a publisher of healthcare media, we, similar to most outlets, have taken notice of the steady increase in the
use of technology in the life sciences space. We have all read and heard accounts of how the COVID-19 pandemic
has accelerated adaptation, but the industry had been easing into the use of technology for years prior. In this issue of Applied Clinical Trials, we examine some of this developing technology and how it is being put to use in clinical trials.
This month’s main feature, beginning on page 18, dives head-first into how “new-kids-on-the-block” data technology and digital
health companies are changing the dynamics of clinical development. The experts featured in this article were quick to bring up
technologies such as wearables, AI, machine learning, and telehealth. All of these, plus many more, are pushing the clinical trials industry forward at a pace we have not seen before. While this measured progress is obviously great for industry stakeholders, the most
important benefactors of new innovations, as always, are the patients.
Our Closing Thought column on page 34 serves as a great complimentary piece to our main feature. Frequent contributor to
ACT, Jules T. Mitchel, PhD, president and CEO, THI Pharma Services, Inc., discusses why technology companies need to become
familiar and adhere to the many regulations governing the healthcare space. He recalls how his administrator knocked on his door
many years ago and said, “The FDA has arrived and would like to speak to the person responsible for the clinical trial.” In this piece,
Mitchel provides a comprehensive overview of what companies need to be prepared for when that knock on their own door comes.
In addition to our coverage of emerging technologies, this issue offers perspectives on gender equity and risk-based quality management (RBQM), which can be found on pages 22 and 28, respectively. The feature on gender equity, first published online, details how
the pandemic has impacted women in R&D—whether trial participants or as part of the teams conducting the studies—and highlights
ways to address challenges in the workplace. The RBQM piece is the first of a three-part series from the WCG Metrics Champion
Consortium QTL Working Group. It serves as an introduction on the relationship between quality tolerance limits and key risk
indicators. Thank you for reading.
ACT
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FROM THE EDITOR

School’s Out for Summer,
But Learning Continues

Lisa Henderson
Editor-in-Chief
How do we
sustain the
innovation that
has come out of
the pandemic?

I

f you haven’t had the opportunity to attend the
Drug Information Association (DIA) Global
Annual Meeting (GAM) held each year in
June, this would be the year to do it. From June
19-23 in Chicago, this year’s DIA theme is “Innovation through Collaboration.” Tamei Elliott,
senior manager of scientific programs with the
DIA, said, “DIA has seen tremendous effort
across the globe that has led to work-sharing
initiatives, sharing of best practices and lessons
learned, which then warrants the questions:
‘How do we sustain the innovation that has come
out of the pandemic and what do we want to
keep moving forward as a best practice?’” A DIA
hallmark is regulatory authorities as presenters.
This event will be no different and features town
halls with FDA, Health Canada, Asia, PMDA,
China, and a co-hosted Question Time with
EMA and FDA.
Elliott noted that trends uncovered during the
pandemic make up the topics of many of the key
sessions. Those trends include global harmonization, collaboration, and cooperation; regulatory flexibility from the regulators; utilization of
real-world data and real-world evidence; challenges in the recruitment of diverse populations

in clinical trials; remote monitoring of clinical
trials; expanded integration of digital and remote approaches; decentralized clinical trials;
importance of patient engagement; and supply
chain challenges.
Elliott said, “These topics encourage the importance of collaboration during the most challenging times, and through that, innovation
evolves that then leads to new therapies and cures,
as well as the creation of the supporting tools and
processes that benefit the patients in need.”

Decentralized trials

Starting on page 12, the sponsored article on
patient centricity is the result of a roundtable
held with key pharma experts. While all come
from different-sized companies and therapeutic
focuses, there was a consensus on what DCTs
bring to the patient-centric table. These are
best summarized by Jeremy Price, MBA, senior
director, clinical innovation and strategic partnerships for Pfizer, who stated the company’s
three pillars of DCT value are boosting study
enrollment and retention; increasing diversity
and inclusion in study populations; and creating
a more patient-centric experience.
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WASHINGTON REPORT

NEW GUIDELINES AIM
TO ADVANCE PEDIATRIC
DRUG DEVELOPMENT

Jill Wechsler
Washington
Correspondent
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A new framework for extrapolating clinical trial
data from adult studies seeks to facilitate the testing and approval of therapies for children more
quickly and at less cost. The process for achieving such gains is presented in a draft guideline
recently released by the International Council
for Harmonization (ICH) that maps out common methods and strategies for identifying how
development programs for adult drugs can inform pediatric indications. By establishing common regulatory requirements among regions,
the initiative aims to speed the approval of and
access to new drugs for young patients around
the world, while limiting the number of children
needed for testing in clinical trials.
The proposed pediatric extrapolation guideline
(ICH E11A) was released by ICH in April to gain
broader review and assessment by regulatory authorities and drug development sponsors around
the world. This harmonization process began in
2017 and now appears on track to adopt a final
guideline in 2024. An ICH assembly in Korea
in November is slated to discuss this and several
other proposed standards moving through the
review process, such as quality risk management
and analytical validation requirements, and newer
projects on structured product quality, stability
testing, and model informed drug development.
In recent years, ICH has adopted guidelines on
estimands and sensitivity analysis in clinical trials
and on reproductive toxicology testing to support
clinical studies; a newer initiative aims to update
the E8 guideline on the conduct and reporting of
clinical trials by incorporating quality-by-design
principles into clinical research.
ICH also is moving forward with an initial
roadmap for developing guidance on modelinformed drug development (MIDD), considered
a key approach for achieving a more efficient
and more predictive clinical research process,
with potential for reducing unnecessary patient
exposure. The MIDD discussion group released
a plan on March 31 that lays out general principles, anticipated gains, time frames and options. The aim is to develop a general principles
guideline in the next three-to-four years and a
completed standard in 10 years. That would set
the stage for revisions in several basic guidelines,
such as on dose response information, population

pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic studies, and
disease progression modeling.

MORE KIDS DATA

The ICH initiative on pediatric extrapolation was
outlined at a public meeting on May 11 organized
by FDA and Health Canada to update stakeholders on that and several other ICH projects. Lynne
Yao, director of FDA’s Division of Pediatric and
Maternal Health in the Center for Drug Evaluation
and Research (CDER), described ICH efforts since
1994. They established common global regulatory
standards designed to provide children with access
to drugs appropriately evaluated in adults and to
support the inclusion of pediatric patients in development programs where appropriate and feasible.
These initiatives for advancing pediatric clinical investigations have expanded since publication
in 2000 of the initial ICH E11 guideline on pediatric clinical investigations. An addendum, E11
(R1), appeared in 2017 and recognized the need
for more detailed standards on pediatric extrapolation. In response, an expert working group was
formed to develop a reflection paper on the need
and scope of an ICH E11A guideline on pediatric
extrapolation. Initial steps involved aligning terminology and developing a systematic approach
for considering study design, statistical methodologies, and modeling and simulation strategies.
Now a draft, ICH E11A guideline provides
a framework for utilizing pediatric extrapolation methods to meet regulatory standards for
approval. It outlines a systematic approach for
pediatric extrapolation studies that involves a full
assessment and synthesis of existing data; quantitative predictions on the degree of similarity; development of a framework for potential reduction
of required evidence; and later revision of uncertainties and assumptions. Pediatric extrapolation
plans would consider patient response to treatment
and identify gaps in knowledge involving dose selection, types of efficacy studies, and the need for a
safety plan. The goal is to achieve more alignment
among regulatory authorities on terminology and
what study designs, statistical methodologies, and
modeling and simulation strategies will advance
pediatric extrapolation in drug development.
ICH standards for pediatric extrapolation,
moreover, may help address broader concerns
about the scope and extent of data extrapolation
to support added indications for new drugs in patients not studied in original pivotal trials.
ACT
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EU REPORT

REPORT ADMONISHES
EMA EFFORTS TO REFORM
TRIAL TRANSPARENCY
The protection of patients is being undermined
by the European Medicines Agency’s (EMA) renewed reticence about releasing clinical data for
independent review, according to an inf luential
non-profit drug monitoring organization, which
sees recent shifts to a more liberal approach falling victim to drug industry pressure.
Since it was set up in 1995, the EMA had
come under attack from health campaigners,
academics, and some prominent politicians over
what they described as its excessive secrecy with
the clinical trial data underlying the decisions
the agency takes on drug approvals. A decade
ago, when Guido Rasi took over as EMA director, significant relaxations and wider access were
hailed as real progress, even by the highly critical
EU Ombudsman. But the improvements are now
being rowed back, says Prescrire, the Paris-based
publisher of independent drug reviews.
EMA’s transparency policy is “marred by too
many failings,” it says in a lengthy analysis it
published in May (https://bit.ly/3GaSBYe). It
says secrecy has persisted and even become more
pronounced in some areas, with new processes
increasing response times with a queuing system,
provision of documents staggered over months,
and a delay to allow drug companies to institute
legal proceedings when they disagree with the
disclosure of their documents. Under the new
processes, the identity of applicants for release of
data can also now be disclosed to the pharmaceutical company that produced the document
requested, Prescrire adds, suggesting that this risks
undue pressure on its operations.
More specifically, says Prescrire, when pharmaceutical companies have brought cases before the
European courts to prevent EMA from releasing
documents relating to marketing authorizations,
EMA has refused to provide documents requested
by Prescrire, citing the existence of these legal proceedings as grounds for its refusal, “even when our
requests were unrelated to the case.” The EMA’s
intention in refusing to disclose these reports was
to protect the commercial interests of the pharmaceutical companies that produced them, and
to prevent the theoretical risk that a competitor
could use the data as a basis for developing a
similar drug. But the EU Ombudsman found the
argument that disclosure of these clinical study
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

reports could undermine the companies’ commercial interests to be unfounded, argues Prescrire.
The Ombudsman’s opinion led EMA to reform its
transparency policy from 2011.
But EMA “struggled to meet its obligations
on transparency,” and now the implementation
of its policy of proactive disclosure appears to
have stalled, too. The “major advance” achieved
when EMA began spontaneously publishing
large quantities of clinical data from marketing authorization applications in 2016 has been
blunted by the opportunity given to companies
to black out portions of these documents before
their publication, including data from clinical
study reports. On occasions, as much as 90% of
the document has been so redacted. EMA has
been particularly secretive toward Prescrire, it alleges, systematically refusing to disclose major
documents containing clinical data produced
by pharma companies, as well major documents
on adverse effects such as vital data in periodic
safety update reports.
Hopes that EMA’s new transparency policy
would provide wide access to clinical data from
marketing authorizations proved over-optimistic, as disagreements between the agency and
pharma companies over some or all of the reports
disclosed have ended up before the European
courts, and the disputes “have made EMA less
transparent, at least in its dealings with Prescrire.”
Prescrire’s case is built upon what it calls the right
of European citizens to access clinical data related
to marketing authorization applications. “This is a
right that helps better protect patients,” it argues.
The right of access to documents held by European institutions is a general principle in European
Union law, it says. “Transparency is supposed to be
the default position for European institutions, and
non-disclosure of data the exception.” EMA is required to apply these principles, it insists.
The failings are of a scale that should justify
an official inquiry to analyze the causes, according to Prescrire, which expresses the hope that an
inquiry would trigger renewed attention from the
European Parliament and lead to appropriate
remedies. What Prescrire wants to see is additional
resources for EMA so it has no excuse for delays
in meeting its transparency obligations. It also
wants “strict oversight and close monitoring” of
any redactions made to released documents. And
it wants “fair consideration of applicants with no
ties to industry, such as Prescrire.”

Peter O’Donnell
Brussels
Correspondent

ACT
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Q&A

ASSESSING USE OF DATA
INTEGRATION AND AI IN
CLINICAL TRIALS TODAY

Martin Gouldstone,
Global SVP, Business
Development, Owkin

Martin Gouldstone, Global SVP, business development, Owkin, speaks to Applied Clinical Trials on
the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in data practices and approaches for clinical research, and
the distinction of “ethical AI.” Gouldstone was
previously chief business officer of life sciences for
Sensyne when this Q&A was conducted, as part
of an ACT podcast (https://bit.ly/3wOY7Ni).
Applied Clinical Trials: Can you explain
what ethical AI and ethical data means?
Ethical AI and ethical data sharing is essentially
a trust model for patient data. Organizations
that generate high-value findings—in particular, the analysis of patient data—describe the
way that the technology works to both protect
the identity of the patient, but still generate incredibly valuable analyses and insights from the
patient data sets. These can be used to drive the
successful execution of new drug development,
while ensuring that patient identity is secure and
privacy is secure.
ACT: We are hearing more and more
about the use of synthetic control arms in
clinical trials. Why do you think that is?
I think the reason is that we’ve reached a kind
of inf lection point where both the technolog y and the abilit y to
hand le large data sets
a nd t he access to t he
data have come together
a nd enabled sy nt het ic
control arms to be possible. Before, there just
wasn’t the technology to
suppor t manag ing t he
data. For instance, all of our work is done in
the cloud. We don’t have racks of big servers
anymore. And that has enabled us to manage
rapidly and integrate large data sets. I think
the other challenge that the industry faces
or has faced is data interoperability. Getting
the [numerous] data sets to communicate is a
real challenge.

A patient’s health record has many different
components to it; some are called structured
data, and they’re quite simple—for example, a
prescribed medication, the data is the medication name and the frequency of dosing. But
then there are doctors’ notes, which are unstructured data; imaging data, including Xrays, CAT scans, MRI scans; pathology reports,
which are in PDF format. So multiple formats,
multiple information sources, all on one patient,
probably in different locations. And you’ve got to
make sense of all of that and bring it all together
related to the patient—all de-identified data that
has to be anonymized, aggregated into datasets
that makes sense for disease areas, indications,
and more. Then there’s also outcomes, which
is probably the biggest value driver of the data
from my perspective for pharma. So bringing
all of that together in a common data model is
hugely challenging.
ACT: What do you think is the most significant change in drug development in the
past five to 10 years, or the past five years?
Early in my career, I was in clinical research. I
started my pharmaceutical career carrying the
bag for a year and then went into clinical research and ran clinical trials in areas as diverse
as female health and oncology. The increased use
in Wi-Fi-enabled technologies has made a big
difference with processes including source data
verification for [clinical research associates].
As I said earlier, this
data revolut ion t ied in
with the development of
the technolog ies to enable access to that data
in a secure environment.
And then be able to apply
that to not just the clinical research process,
but also the market access for new drugs, pricing models, etc.
I think there’s still a long way to go. The
pharmaceutical industry has always been quite
slow in adopting new technologies, particularly
large pharma, because of scale. It costs a lot of
money just to move to the next MS Word package, for instance, let alone change how you do
processes. But I do think that is where these new
AI technologies, such as machine learning, make
a difference.

Getting the
[numerous] data sets
to communicate is
a real challenge

ACT: Can you explain the difficulty of integrating all that data together to make
more sense?
8
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DATA COLLECTION

ADMINISTERING COMPLEX
COGNITIVE TESTS REMOTELY IN
THE COGNITIVELY-IMPAIRED
While the COVID-19 pandemic has undoubtedly catalyzed the adoption of more flexible datacollection approaches within clinical trials, this
has been the direction of travel for some time.
Rather than bringing participants into sites, allowing them to participate from the safety of
their own homes by leveraging remote datacollection methods placed participant preference
at the center of the research effort and positively
impacted participant engagement. The use of
electronic methods to capture clinical outcomes
assessment (COA) data has facilitated this pivot,
as has the use of telehealth applications. However, some cognitive assessments—such as the
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) and
the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)—
require complex interactions between the participant and clinician to assess dementias and
other neurocognitive disorders. These cognitive
COAs are more difficult to administer remotely
and require creative solutions to accommodate a
cognitively-impaired population.
When choosing a cognitive assessment, it is
important to consider whether the assessment is
both appropriate to the population being investigated and that it will address the hypothesis and
fulfill the criteria for the trial estimand. Another
consideration is whether the assessment license
holder will allow it to be performed remotely.
There are several less complex cognitive COAs
that more easily translate to a remote environment and indeed some are specifically designed
for this purpose. However, these “less-complex”
assessments may not satisfy the needs of the trial
or be suitable for the population.
Telephone-based visits can accommodate
some cognitive COAs, but many validated and
standardized examples commonly used in clinical trials include a combination of clinician interview and participant performance tasks (e.g.,
drawing shapes, completing diagrams, or behavioral tasks). Under traditional administration
conditions, the clinician and participant sit facing
each other. The clinician can observe the participant’s behaviors and task completion. Drawing,
writing, or diagramming tasks are typically done
on paper, which becomes a source document
and must be stored in the participant’s study file;
this is not practical under remote administration
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

conditions. Source documents must be dated and
signed off to ensure they are compliant with ALCOA+ principles. In fact, to be truly ALCOA+
compliant, paper source records should always be
“available” to the study investigator even before
later delivery to the site. Photo images of paper
records cannot be considered source. Despite
these obstacles, there are creative solutions available for administering cognitive COAs remotely.
An approach that eCOA Consortium members have seen work in persons with dementia is
by combining a secure telehealth system with an
eCOA application. Clinicians and participants
(assisted by study partners) are provisioned with
tablet devices (with styli) that allows them to interactively write or draw directly on to the tablet
screen when required. The clinician initiates the
interview and records responses on their tablet.
When it is time for the participant to perform
the drawing task the clinician can “hand-off ”
access to the participant. The participant logs
in with their own unique ID and uses the stylus
to complete the task on their tablet device. The
image created by the participant becomes the
source data record and is saved directly to the
server along with the associated meta-data that
ensures compliance.
The telehealth system also allows the clinician
to view and rate other participant behaviors,
such as following commands and object naming
that are common to these types of COAs. When
migrating cognitive COAs to digital format, best
practices guidelines should be followed. For example, when using the Repeatable Battery for Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (RBANS),
digital drawing would be classified as a Level II
change that would require psychometric testing.
Regardless of the pandemic, solutions like
these are proving beneficial for all research stakeholders. Participants, study partners, and clinicians are all able to perform critical activities remotely. This approach focuses on the participant
and is driven by science and technology, enhancing participant recruitment and retention, and
reducing participant burden.

Critical Path
Institute’s Electronic
Clinical Outcome
Assessment (eCOA)
Consortium

ACT

Authored on behalf of Critical Path Institute’s eCOA
Consortium by Rinah Yamamoto, Principal Scientist,
Clinical Ink; and Shelly Steele, Senior Scientific Advisor,
eCOA, WCG – MedAvante-ProPhase. The eCOA Consortium wishes to acknowledge the contributions of Jonathan
Andrus to this article.
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CLINICAL TRIAL INSIGHTS

QUANTIFYING PROTOCOL
DEVIATION EXPERIENCE
BY CLINICAL PHASE
STUDY UNCOVERS PRE-PANDEMIC
DEVIATION LEVELS

Ken Getz, MBA
It is widely recognized that the clinical research
Director and Research enterprise embraced numerous changes and adProfessor, Tufts CSDD aptations during the COVID-19 pandemic to
maintain patient safety, accelerate the development pathway, and ensure clinical trial continuity. Topping the list of changes is the unprecedented number of protocol deviations that have
been implemented since the global lockdown.
Sadly, we do not have empirical data at this
time characterizing the expected sharp increase
in the average number of deviations per protocol. However, my team at the Tufts Center for
the Study of Drug Development (Tufts CSDD)
has recently completed a study capturing prepandemic protocol deviation metrics from which
future comparisons can be made.

DEFINITIONS AND IMPACT

Typically, protocol deviations are executed by
study staff while the clinical trial is underway in an
effort to accommodate study volunteers encountering difficulties complying with the schedule of
visits or adhering to study medication administration requirements. Investigative site personnel
may also deviate from the protocol when facing dif f iculties f inding
eligible patients, and following and performing
clinical and administrative procedures dictated by
the protocol.
Most deviations have a
minimal impact on protocol integr it y and execution. A subset of all deviations, however, are
more significant and may harm the quality of
the research, may put the rights and safety of
study volunteers at risk, and may detract from
the completeness, accuracy, and reliability of
the study data. There are a number of useful
resources to help organizations identify, classify,
and manage protocol deviations including those
by the Drug Information Association’s (DIA)
Good Clinical Practice and Quality Assurance
community and by TransCelerate BioPharma.

Finally, its important to note that protocol
deviations are the top cause of FDA inspection
warning letters. Approximately one-third (30%)
of all warning letters are due to the failure to
follow the investigational plan. Site failure to adequately maintain case report records is the second most common reason, accounting for 17% of
all warning letters.

A BASELINE ASSESSMENT

To our knowledge, little-to-no data exists quantifying and benchmarking protocol deviation experience overall and by clinical phase. For this
reason, Tufts CSDD engaged a working group of
20 major and mid-sized pharmaceutical companies and contract research organizations (CROs)
to gather hard data on deviations associated with
traditional clinical trial protocols (i.e., master
protocols and adaptive designs were not included).
Our study sample included protocols that had
received final approval between January 2013 and
December 2018 and had a primary completion
date or database lock date before December 31,
2019. The data-collection process deployed in this
study followed an approach that Tufts CSDD has
been using to evaluate trends in, and the impact
of, protocol design practice since 2008.
Data on a total of 187 protocols targeting a
range of disease conditions was analyzed. Onequarter of the total were Phase I protocols, 39%
Phase II, and 36% were Phase III protocols.
The table on the facing page provides highlevel baseline measures of
protocol deviation experience by cl inica l phase.
Phase I protocols have the
lowest mean number of deviations and involve half the
proportion of patients than
those observed in Phase II
and Phase III protocols.
Each Phase III protocol has a mean number of
119 total deviations, involving approximately onethird of all patients participating in that protocol.
The coefficients of variation around the mean
number are very high—between 1.7 and 2.0—indicating that the average deviations per protocol
are widely dispersed and difficult to predict.
Wide variation in protocol deviation experience was also observed by therapeutic area.
Phase II and III oncology protocols average almost 20% more total deviations than the average

Protocol deviations
are the top cause
of FDA inspection
warning letters
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Mean Total Number of Protocol Deviations per Protocol by Phase
Protocols (n=187)

Total Mean Number
of Deviations per
Protocol

Coefficient of Variation Proportion of Patients
around the Mean
with Protocol Deviations

Phase I

8.7

1.8

15.3%

Phase II

75.3

2.0

30.0%

Phase III

118.5

1.7

32.8%

for non-oncology protocols, at 108.8 and 91.9,
respectively. Protocol deviations in combined
Phase II and III oncology protocols involve 47%
of the total study volunteers, nearly double the
proportion observed in non-oncology protocols.
Rare disease indications average a lower relative
number of total deviations (78.1) among a smaller
proportion of study volunteers (27.7%) compared
to that of non-rare disease indications.
Tufts CSDD also found that the incidence of
protocol deviations was significantly, positively
correlated with all clinical trial milestone durations, with the exception of study start-up and
study close-out. The duration to complete all
first-patient visits (first patient first visit to last
patient first visit), the overall treatment duration
(first patient first visit to last patient last visit),
and the total clinical trial duration from protocol
approval to database lock showed weak but significant positive correlations with the number of
protocol deviations per protocol.
We were not surprised to find that no association existed between the incidence of protocol
deviations and study start-up and close-out cycle
times. Protocol implementation burden is generally low during the study initiation process. This
burden, however, for both study staff and study
volunteers, becomes more pronounced as these
parties must comply with protocol implementation requirements over time.
A relationship between select protocol design
complexity variables and the incidence of protocol deviations was observed. The number of
endpoints and the number of procedures per visit
were modestly positively associated with, and
predictive of, the incidence of deviations per protocol. Adjustments to these select design variables
may play a role in preventing protocol deviations
and in minimizing their risk to the study and
data integrity.
Two operational variables were also positively associated with protocol deviations. The
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

We hope to understand
the relationship
between deviations and
patient demographic
characteristics
number of countries showed a modest relationship. A positive relationship was also demonstrated between the number of investigative sites
and the number of protocol deviations, suggesting that decisions and behaviors that diverge
from the investigational plan may be a function
of variation in investigative site personnel training, site infrastructure, operating environment,
and culture.

BUILDING ON THIS RESEARCH

Tufts CSDD plans to build on this body of research. We will be looking at the root causes of
protocol deviations and how to address them.
Future research will also look at deviations with
more granularity to understand the incidence
and impact of minor and major deviations.
Whereas some deviations may improve participation convenience and clinical trial executional
feasibility, other deviations may pose substantially greater risk to study volunteer rights and
safety and to the quality and integrity of the
clinical trial data. We also hope to understand
the relationships between types of deviations and
patient characteristics—including demographic
subgroup and geographic location—and investigative site characteristics.
The results of this initial study provide useful measures that sponsors and CROs can use to
benchmark their own protocol deviation experience and identify factors most associated with
protocol deviations.
ACT
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More information. More technology. More stakeholders. Less intelligence.
Patient-generated data
Patient journeys
Lab/Biomarker data
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Scientific Services
Patient engagement insights
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Trial data
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Case notes

Chart review data
Clinical insights
Behavioral data
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Hospitals
Patient services
Managed care data
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IQVIA Template (V2.1.0)

INTRODUCTION

BUILDING A MORE PATIENT-CENTRIC EXPERIENCE1

The COVID-19 pandemic created a renewed interest and
acceptance towards study participation in clinical trial
research. This is an exciting time for the industry. With more
capabilities than ever before – an explosion of data sources,
insight from increasingly important stakeholders, and a
variety of technologies and service providers – creating a trial
around the patient and their needs, while also benefiting
operationally, is achievable. (FIGURE 1)

Focusing on patient-centricity takes time, which can be a
challenge for the tight timelines associated with clinical research.
One key strategy to managing timelines while maintaining the
patient-centric experience is to partner directly with patient
support and advocacy groups to build a patient council. The
council allows for direct access to potential trial participants and
can be tasked with clarifying patient needs, desires, potential
challenges, and provides feedback on study design, procedures,
and documents. Another strategy is to forge tight relationships
with investigators, key opinion leaders (KOLs), nurse coordinators,
nurse educators, and clinical trial coordinators who can provide
valuable perspective on patient needs and challenges through

Patient-centricity is increasingly becoming a guiding principle
within the clinical drug development processes, with a focus
on inclusive and diverse patient participation, convenience,
safety, research relevance, and ease of use. Decentralized
(DCT) and hybrid clinical trial models help maximize patient
centricity by leveraging technology to optimize outcomes for
both patients and for the research itself, and to quantify the
impact of various patient-centric initiatives upon tangible
metrics. To further discuss these topics, experts from
Boehringer Ingelheim, Incyte, IQVIA, United Therapeutics,
and Pfizer shared advice and insights in a webinar hosted
by Applied Clinical Trials and moderated by Lisa Henderson,
Editor-in-Chief.
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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advisory board meetings. These processes should be done as
early as possible, well before developing a study protocol, to see
the most benefit in your study outcomes.
DCTs can help maximize patient-centricity and, in essence,
DCTs build the study around the patient. They can be thought
of as offering a slide selector as to what works for the individual
patient (FIGURE 2). A participant might want a nurse to come
to their home for one study visit but would prefer to visit the
study site for their follow-up assessment. A flexible protocol can
also bring in the local healthcare ecosystem, so the participant
can utilize their choice of physician or laboratory instead of
traveling long distances to the study site. This offers a challenge
to each sponsor to craft protocols that can be flexible enough to
allow for individual participant preferences.
One challenge with the above strategies is that sponsors with
a global perspective may face a high degree of groundwork to
forge relationships with patient support and advocacy groups,
KOLs, and study site professionals across various countries.
Interviewing professionals at international study sites to solicit
feedback is critical to understand how local regulations may
impact DCT implementation. For example, Canada does not
have a home health network, and Mexico does not allow

Traditional Site-Based

remote counseling or eConsent , so understanding these
nuances early will prevent costly time delays later.
Common pitfalls that detract from patient-centricity include
thinking about study participants as a cohesive unit in
terms of wants and needs. Another pitfall is overlooking the
importance of patients’ caregivers and loved ones. These
support people are a key part to the clinical trial experience
and have their own needs and preferences, which tend to
get overlooked. A third pitfall is believing that all participants
prefer the full DCT experience. While many study participants
and their caregivers welcome the ability to utilize remote and
in-home DCT tools and techniques, others do not like the
idea, even to conduct clinical research. Sometimes there are
regulatory, ethical, or scientific reasons that impact the ability
to implement certain trials, and researchers must work to
establish alternative solutions to address any challenges.

Hybrid DCT

Full DCT

Clinical Assessment

Televisits

Consent

eConsent

IMP

Ship-to-Home IMP

Vital Signs

Connected Devices

Lab Collection

Remote Nurse/Phlebotomist

Paper Questionnaire

ePRO/eCOA

Adverse Events

Device-Supported Adverse
Event Reporting

24-hour Central Support

24-hour Central Support

IQVIA Template (V2.1.0)
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True patient centricity means that trials are designed for
patients, by patients, every step of the way, taking individual
needs and preferences into account.

USING DATA AND TECHNOLOGY FOR
BETTER ENGAGEMENT
Data and technology can be leveraged at every step of the
study to optimize productivity and improve the trial experience
for all involved. As the study protocol is under development,
consider where technology can best serve the patient and the
site while ensuring that all necessary safety and efficacy data
can be gathered efficiently.2
Sponsors will need frequent dialogue with study site
professionals to get buy-in on DCT technologies. A focus on
education and professional training around patient-centric care
is a must. Sponsors will also need frequent dialogue with patient
advocacy and support groups to ensure that DCT technologies
are meeting participant needs. It is clear from surveys that
participants want technology to reduce burdens associated
with clinical trials, but not to replace the human element and
interaction important when conducting research of this nature.
A DCT technology is meant to improve trial outcomes and drive
better productivity for sites, sponsors, and patients.3

do so. Technology adoption can also provoke anxiety for
some participants, which, in some disease states, can cause
symptom flare ups or other adverse outcomes. One method to
reduce anxiety is to provide visuals or videos to outline what
is expected at every trial visit. Providing materials that are
culturally sensitive can also reduce anxiety.

At the recruitment stage, online engagement tools or other
patient-centric approaches can relieve the burden of participation
and enrollment. Moving toward more direct recruitment methods,
such as online advertising, collaboration with patient advocacy
and hosting online communities where patients can engage with
each other is an excellent way to increase the focus on patient
needs as well as raise awareness of clinical trials.4

Partnering with vendors who can ensure that technology is used
appropriately can save a great deal of time, alleviate participant
confusion and, most importantly, reduce stress. As a recent
example, a dermatologic study required that a topical cream
be applied to the legs of participants at home and participants
were asked to take periodic photographs to document efficacy.
Expertise from an outside vendor that could run extensive
simulations was used to ensure that the data collected was
reliable and accurate. Details in the analysis included type of
camera, type of lighting, position of camera, and use of a color
card in the background to allow for digital corrections and
between-photograph comparisons. Because these details were
hammered out before the study began and were communicated
to patients, the sponsor saved valuable time and patients
experienced less anxiety throughout the duration of the trial.5

During study execution, remember that just because a type of
technology can be implemented does not mean it should be
implemented. Consider patient needs, site needs, and study
outcome needs, and do not make assumptions. Some patients
may not want to use a personal device to take photographs
or gather study data, whereas others may be happy to

After the study concludes, a perfect opportunity to keep
participant engagement high is to provide post-trial reporting.
Whether the outcomes were positive or negative, participants
and their loved ones should feel that their contributions
were very helpful in advancing the knowledge base and the
treatment landscape for their condition.

appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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A recent study conducted by IQVIA confirms that telehealth
was of interest to 68% of study respondents, in addition to inhome care and use of their own personal physicians/local labs.
Interestingly, 74% reported they were unaware that these DCT
features were even available. The data revealed that 70% of US
and 73% of EU respondents felt that it was important to receive
and email summary of the study results, yet only 36% US and
38% EU participants received one.6

MAINTAINING A STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH
STUDY SITES7

to play a critical role through each step. Costs are a second
area of concern for sites, especially in instances where new
staff might need to be hired to implement and manage
technology and to assist patients with mastering and
complying with unfamiliar DCT techniques and technology.
Sponsors can address cost concerns by providing operational
support to sites through a strategic partner, such as IQVIA.
Sponsors can also clearly communicate the ways in which
DCT approaches can reduce overall administrative burdens
to sites, which could potentially enable sites to run more
clinical trials simultaneously.

Many sites are still on the steep end of the learning curve when
it comes to adopting and implementing DCT technologies,
so building relationships with investigators and study site
professionals with the focus on education and training is key
as we begin to define metrics from ‘lessons learned.’

CONCLUSION

Sponsors can address concerns around relevance by clearly
mapping out where DCT technology will be implemented,
where site visits will be required, and how the site continues

The convergence of available patient data and advances in
analytics technology over the past two decades is helping
make the patient-centric vision of clinical drug development
become reality across the globe. It is now possible to identify
trends about specific patient populations within massive
volumes of data, making it possible to predict individual
needs at a granular level. The emergence of direct-topatient recruiting, DCTs, and efforts to engage more diverse
communities is finally making trials more accessible for all
populations. Sponsors are eager to leverage technology, data,
and patient feedback to transform the entire trial experience
to one designed by patients, for patients (FIGURE 3).
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The value of DCTs rests on three pillars: boosting study
enrollment and retention; increasing diversity and inclusion
in study populations; and, most importantly, creating a more
patient-centric experience.
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Delivering precision, speed and insight to transform decision-making
Patient Voice &
Behavioral Insights
Connected
Devices Data
Consumer data
Claims data
EHR, Biomarker
data

Clinical Insights
AI/ML Modeling
Site support
Patient pathway

Decentralized
Models

Data
Enablement

Expanded Reach
Access and
Mobilization
IQVIA Template (V2.1.0)

Technology can be leveraged throughout the clinical trial to
optimize outcomes for patients, sponsors, and sites, and is key
to ensuring overall DCT success moving into the future. However,
technology is not the only component that is important to the
future care of patients. Establishing techniques to address
patients’ preferences and ensure they can participate in trials
that meet their own demands is essential.
In closing, the panel all agreed that sponsors can be wellserved by partnering with organizations like IQVIA that have
the expertise and analytics technology to define, measure,
analyze, improve, and control the value of DCTs for all
stakeholders involved in the clinical research process.

3.

4.

5.
6.
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Clinical Trial Technology:
New Kids on the Block are
Changing Industry Dynamics

COVID has accelerated to the scene upstart digital efforts to transform patient
engagement and data management/integration—but progress remains measured

S

ince 2017 many clinical trial vendors have developed products aimed at improving patient
recruitment for clinical trials, tracking patient
responses to potential therapies, or integrating all
data produced in the trial technology ecosystem.
The COVID-19 pandemic hastened these changes,
especially related to the technologies that support
decentralized clinical trials, although some observers say that many technologies now coming into
view existed pre-pandemic.
“The pandemic triggered not
a digital revolution, but an attitudinal revolution in the pharmaceutical and life sciences industry. Decentralized clinical trials
(DCTs) were a fashion statement
two years ago, but now everyone
Nimita Limaye has a strategy,” says Nimita Limaye, research vice president for the healthcare
consultancy IDC Insights.
“There’s been huge growth in things like wearables and sensors, which are really mapping how
patients are responding to interventions in a very
subtle way,” observes Limaye. Thanks to these sensors, it’s now easier to tell if patients are taking prescribed medications, or trial participants are maintaining experimental treatments, she says. Limaye
adds that the practice of e-consenting patients has
become much more routine in the last five years,
along with using machine learning to detect safety
signals that might not be captured in a structured
adverse event report but are hidden in the more idiosyncratic narrative records of the trial.
“Extracting intelligence from structured and
unstructured data is an important use case” for machine learning, says Limaye. Another is to use machine learning to mine real-world data about how
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different populations fared on FDA approved drugs
post-approval, to build synthetic control arms for
future clinical trials in which real-world experience
on the already approved drug is compared head-tohead against the new intervention.
Machine learning depends on training algorithms on large sets of data, Limaye notes, but
many pharmaceutical companies securely protect
their own clinical trial data in a way that’s impenetrable to machine learning algorithms. Limaye
adds that federated learning technologies, in which
algorithms access data that never leaves its secure
location, are emerging solutions to this problem
that many drug manufacturers are embracing.
Overarching these technological developments
is a broad sense among clinical trial observers that
there’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to infuse
equity and inclusion into the design and deployment of clinical trials that use digital tools. Clinical
trial participants, today, are not representative,
which means that the results of clinical trials are
not always generalizable.
“ W hen we pic k up t hese
tools—whether that’s the use of
real-world data, whether it’s running [artificial intelligence] and
machine lear ning techniques
on these data, whether it’s the
use of telehealth for virtual visJennifer
its, whether it’s the use of digital
Goldsack
technologies and remote patient
monitoring—it’s not enough to just say we’ll do it
and we’ll figure out the equity bit afterwards,” says
Jennifer Goldsack, CEO of the nonprofit Digital
Medicine Society (DiMe), which aims to promote
digital-first clinical trials that could not have been
done in the analog world.
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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“We could be encouraged by
how the current process works,
when we talk about the history
of the informed consent process,”
adds Jude Ngang, executive director of representation in clinical
research at Amgen and a DiMe
Jude Ngang partner in a new initiative to develop more inclusive clinical trials. According to
Ngang, Amgen takes great pains to ensure that
everyone, regardless of language or literacy level,
understands what they are agreeing to as they begin a clinical trial, and says the same care can be
taken with ensuring that all clinical trial participants know how to use a wearable sensor or other
digital device.
Part of solving the trial recruitment puzzle is
simply to alert more people about relevant trials.
Amgen has invested in CancerIQ , a genetic risk assessment software program linked to patient medical records (EMRs). Many people go to community
oncologists, not academic medical centers where
frequent clinical trials occur, notes Ngang. With
CancerIQ , a community oncologist can alert patients about enrolling studies for new cancer treatments they might not have learned about otherwise.
CancerIQ is just one of many clinical trial-related technologies. This article will detail other
emerging tools that enhance clinical trial recruitment, improve participant monitoring once a study
is underway, or aim to integrate clinical trial data
in more impactful ways. Read on to learn about the
brand new kids on the block, or the old kids who’ve
learned how to pivot.

Linking patients, improving
engagement, and novel
measurements

“There’s this idea that doctors are
afraid of losing patients to clinical
trials, and that’s why they don’t
refer them, but that’s not true.
The main reason physicians don’t
tell patients about trials is because
it takes extra time,” says Mukul
Mukul Mehra Mehra, a gastroenterologist and
co-founder of IllumiCare. The company aims to
make clinical trial referral a “prescribable event,”
in the same way that a physician might prescribe a
statin and then rely on existing infrastructure to get
that drug to the patient.
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

Mehra says that trial notification systems do already exist within electronic health records (EHRs),
but as email inbox messages that physicians might
not read until hours or days after seeing the patient.
At that point the physician needs to call up the patient record and triage whether they are eligible for
the study, which is actually a better task for clinical
trial coordinators.
IllumiCare’s “Smart Ribbon” technology surfaces matched trials within the EMR workflow, as
the doctor is seeing the patient, and works with all
major EHR platforms. A doctor can either discuss
the trial with the patient on the spot, or refer them
to a clinical trial coordinator to help them decide
whether they’d like to enroll. Just launched in May
for this purpose, after 24 months of development,
Mehra expects that Smart Ribbon will make clinical trial recruitment and discovery easier.
Enrolling patients into a trial is just one challenge. Preventing attrition is another.
“How can we improve the participant experience in a meaningful way?” asks Andrea Valente,
CEO of the clinical trial technology vendor ClinOne, whose prime
client base are biopharma sponsors. Valente says that the average cost per patient of an oncol- Andrea Valente
ogy trial is $100,000, and up to
$300,000 when involving a rare disease patient.
Replacing patients who drop out mid-trial is expensive, Valente notes, and could lead to delays in
availability of new treatments.
Much of ClinOne’s innovation in recent years
is due to COVID-19, although the company predates the pandemic. During the pandemic, econsenting and video consults bloomed, as many
ClinOne clients began to offer DCTs. Interactive
SMS messages to remind patients to take medications also became more common, and a partnership between ClinOne and Uber Health offered
transportation to patients who were unable to
drive as a condition of enrolling in a study for a
major depressive disorder treatment.
ClinOne found that, at some trial sites, 98% of
elderly patients in a cardiovascular drug trial were
successfully taking medications 18 months after the
trial began, due in part to the medication reminders; and that offering free transportation (up to
two round trips a day within a 200 mile radius, for
personal and not only trial-related reasons) signifiApplied Clinical Trials • June 2022
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There’s this idea that doctors are afraid of
losing patients to clinical trials, and that’s why
they don’t refer them, but that’s not true
cantly enhanced enrollment in the depressive disorder study. ClinOne and the trial sponsor expect
that retention in this study will be enhanced as well,
thanks to the transportation solution.
Medical sensors and wearables, which people
wear regularly as they move about their daily lives,
open up new possibilities for clinical trials that the
five-year-old company ObvioHealth aims to explore. Start with the humble cough.
“It sounds funny, but everyone’s cough is dif ferent,” says
ObvioHealth’s CEO Ivan Jarry,
who is working on a project that
uses AI to detect hidden health
risks within someone’s coughing
patterns. This could ultimately
inform new clinical trials, once
Ivan Jarry
clinicians and researchers have a better understanding of the health implications of different
coughing patterns.
Meanwhile, ObvioHealth has developed a platform that continuously collects data gathered from
wearables such as blood pressure levels, oxygenation levels, or heart rates of patients in clinical
trials for different treatments—with the data fed
to the research site in real time (or as soon as possible if the patient loses connectivity). ObvioHealth
doesn’t just transmit the wearable data wholesale
to the researcher, but also uses algorithms to detect
if there are safety signals, and sends the results of
this analysis, too. Its clients include pharma and
biotech companies, contract research organizations
(CROs), and academic medical centers.
For example, if a patient’s blood pressure always
plunges right after receiving an experimental treatment, either that treatment is a total non-starter or
can only work if the patient takes precautions. In
the analog world, such a relationship between the
medication and blood pressure might take weeks or
sometimes months to detect.
“Our aim is to detect actionable signals from
data,” says Jarry. ObvioHealth also wants to be
a leader in women’s health studies, which Jarry
notes have historically been understudied or studied
20
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with invasive procedures. This year, ObvioHealth
was the research vendor for a fully virtual study
that concludes that digital therapeutic devices improve the effectiveness of home pelvic floor muscle
training (kegels) for reducing urinary incontinence
symptoms in women.

Integrating data from
every possible source

Several clinical trial technology companies focus
on the so-called “back end” of digital clinical trials,
or the data management and integration needed to
make these studies possible.
KORE has existed since 2002,
but just this year the organization
acquired the companies Business
Mobility Partners and SIMON IoT
(internet of things) to enhance its
connected health offerings. The acquisition helps KORE to serve high
volume, Phase III clinical trials that Landon Garner
can involve up to 3,000 participants, according to
KORE’s Chief Marketing Officer Landon Garner.
IoT means that a physical object, like an internet-enabled blood pressure monitor, is linked to
other connected objects such as a handheld device
that records and communicates results (in this
case, the blood pressure readings). IoT is why a
programmable thermostat, say, can also turn on
a HVAC system. And IoT is the reason why scientists and regulators moved from a COVID-19 vaccine concept to placing vaccines in arms within 12
months, Garner says.
“The pandemic became a forcing function for
virtual or decentralized trials, using IoT technology,” says Garner, because the connectivity afforded
by IoT technologies enabled real-time data capture that showed the efficacy of now-approved COVID-19 vaccines. The same flexibility is available to
any company that wishes to run a global drug trial.
“We have access to 600 mobile networks around
the world,” says Garner. According to the executive, KORE can provide tools such as digital weight
scales or continuous glucose monitors that will work
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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in any trial location. KORE’s technology does not
analyze the data generated by a trial directly—
that’s the work of algorithms and the clinical trial
research team—but instead it federates the various
data streams so that they all go to the right place.
The healthcare technolog y
company Seqster created SeqsterOS to capture patient-matched
EHRs, genomic DNA, wearables,
and pharmacy and lab test data
collected during a clinical trial,
via its dashboard. Trial particiArdy Arianpour pants authorize with whom they
share this data, in a HIPAA and FDA-compliant
manner that also complies with European privacy regulations, according to Seqster CEO Ardy
Arianpour. Once the trial participant authorizes
sharing any of their data with vetted Seqster users,
it is available.
“We’re at the tip of an exploding patient-centric
and digital clinical trials industry,” says Arianpour,
who co-founded Seqster in 2016 and launched an
early version of its research portal in 2018. Seqster
has continuously iterated its operating system since
then, with the aim to “break down health data silos at scale,” in Arianpour’s words. Its most recent
software integration, announced in April, is with
Salesforce Health Cloud.
For health outcomes researchers interested in
how economics affects participation and retention
in clinical trials, Seqster includes socioeconomic
determinants of health information, such as a trial
participant’s zip code or annual income.
“Your zip code is one of the most important determinants of health, and most people don’t know
that,” adds Arianpour. Seqster’s goal is to integrate
every possible source of data relevant to someone’s
health while in a clinical trial or as they are receiving care, and to enable algorithmic and human
analysis of these various data streams.

Looking toward the future

Data curation and management will only become
more critical to clinical trial deployments and
healthcare delivery, contends Limaye, who notes
“we’re a data-hungry world,” particularly when
it comes to harnessing personalized data. For example, the ability, she says, to capture not only
how people’s heart rate fluctuates or glucose levels
vary, but also to sequence individual genomes or
proteomes or lipid levels.
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

The pandemic
triggered not a digital
revolution, but an
attitudinal revolution in
the pharmaceutical and
life sciences industry
One challenge today, however, is that much of
this data resides in silos, either in the purview of
a clinical trial sponsor or EHR or a third-party
provider. Limaye argues that developing holistic
and longitudinal views of a patient’s health requires
developing interoperable protocols that enable data
f low between systems while respecting data security, privacy, and sovereignty.
At the same time as data volume is increasing,
the proportion of hard-to-interpret medical data is
rising as well. IDC predicts that less than 5% of all
data generated electronically will be “analyzable” by
2025, meaning that many data-driven health insights
will be hard to derive with current tools.
One exciting data analysis tool Limaye foresees is
“codified listening,” in which machine learning and
speech emotion-recognition algorithms provide new
insights into the emotions or sensitivities that drive
the behavior of patients or clinical trial participants.
A patient might leave a voice memo that such software decodes. This technology is in its early days,
Limaye cautions, but could open new doors to understanding the patient or trial participant experience.
Meanwhile, the distance between the clinical trial
site and point-of-care delivery is shrinking. “There
is a growing confluence between healthcare and life
sciences,” says Limaye, noting that pharmacy giants
such as CVS and Walgreens are becoming clinical
trial sites, not just places for dispensing medications
that were approved through an entirely separate
clinical trial process. Limaye foresees an eventual
collapse of the distance between healthcare delivery
and clinical trial sites. Goldsack agrees.
“When you have to lock the data in a filing cabinet and only the [principal investigator] or the office manager has the key, yeah—you can see why
that happened,” says Goldsack, in describing the
historical separation between the clinical trial and
healthcare delivery spaces. “But we are so far from
that reality now.”
ACT
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Pandemic Challenges and
Opportunities for Gender
Equity in Clinical Research
Industry must act now to minimize the effects of COVID-era disparity on R&D

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has wreaked global
havoc, with millions of lives lost. The effects
of the pandemic on healthcare workers have
been especially severe in terms of mortality, burnout, and diversion from non-pandemic critical work.
This impact has also been felt in clinical research,
just as the importance of clinical research has become obvious to the general public from the wide
reporting of trials of drugs and vaccines for SARSCoV-2 control. We became concerned that clinical
research would be negatively impacted long-term,
first by the interruption of the ability of research
participants to be examined in person due to social
distancing requirements, and then by the damage
done by the pandemic to women clinical investigators, who play a vital role in clinical research. These
issues were brought to the Clinical Research Forum,
an organization formed to support academic clinical
research, and the board constituted an Academic
Advancement Committee to consider the problem.
One of the products of that committee was a commentary recently published in Nature Medicine on
the impact of the pandemic on women in clinical
research.1 We served as members of that committee.
The pandemic has had a disproportionate impact on women physicians and researchers, exacerbating long-standing issues of gender inequality in
medicine. In the arena of clinical research, gender
equity accelerates research excellence: we need
multiple perspectives and all the brain power we
can muster to maximize research productivity and
quality. Moreover, women physician investigators
enhance enrollment of women as participants in
clinical trials, which is crucial to our ability to generalize from the data and to maintain the health of
women. The upheaval wrought by the pandemic,
which threatens the activity of women investigators
in clinical research, also offers an opportunity to
address the barriers faced by women in medicine.
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For women researchers during the pandemic,
rapidly shifting demands in clinical work, teaching, and mentoring hindered productivity at work.
At home, women have always borne a larger share
of child care and domestic duties. For example,
with early-career women physicians spending an
average of 8.5 hours per week more than men, 2
women caregivers were most impacted by the
abrupt closure of schools and child care facilities.
Within months the disparities became evident in
differences in publications submitted by women
compared with men since the start of the pandemic. 3-9 The disproportionate impact of the pandemic on women faculty is superimposed upon
long-standing gender disparities in medicine. Although women now constitute over 50% of the entering class in medical school, and have been more
than 40% of medical school applicants for over 30
years,10 progressive attrition occurs in the ranks so
that only 27% of full professors and 18% of department chairs and deans are women.11
There are many reasons for this loss, some of
them readily apparent and correctable. Women
are paid less than men in academic medicine,
even accounting for differences in specialty, academic rank, work hours, and academic productivity.12,13 Women achieve academic promotion more
slowly than men, partly because they are accorded
fewer opportunities for recognition in their fields.
Women are underrepresented among academic
grand rounds speakers,14 speakers at medical conferences15, and award recipients from medical specialty
societies.16 Time pressure is especially intense on
young women faculty. Besides spending more time
on domestic chores, they spend more time at work
on teaching, service, and mentoring. On top of all
of this, women face more frequent sexual harassment.17 Not surprisingly, female physicians report
higher rates of burnout.18 Women from minority
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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populations face amplified disparities.19 Within six
years of completing clinical training, 22.6% of
women physicians are no longer working full-time,
compared with only 3.6% of male physicians. This
gap becomes even more pronounced (30.6% of
women vs. 4.6% of men) among physicians with
children.20 Women who belong to groups that are
underrepresented in medicine are even more likely
to leave academic medicine than white women.21
Attrition of women physicians directly impacts patient care because studies suggest women physicians
may have better clinical outcomes. Female primary
care physicians spend more time with patients.22 Elderly hospitalized patients treated by female internists experience lower mortality and readmission
rates.23 Patients undergoing coronary artery bypass
grafting had shorter hospital length of stay when
treated by an all-female physician team as compared
with an all-male team.24 Female patients treated by
male physicians following acute myocardial infarction have higher mortality than those treated by
female physicians.25 Sex discordance between patient
and surgeon is associated with increased likelihood
of adverse postoperative outcomes—and that observation that is driven by worse outcomes for female
patients treated by male physicians.26
Clinical trials play a fundamental role in bringing new medications and interventions to our patients, yet women have often been excluded from
participation. Motivated in part by the thalidomide tragedy, in 1977 FDA recommended banning
women of childbearing potential from Phase I and
early Phase II drug trials. However, prescribing
medications to women based on clinical trial results
obtained in men can miss important differences in
drug metabolism that are not solely attributable to
differences in average body size. Women experience adverse drug reactions almost twice as often
as men, and sex differences in pharmacokinetics
predict sex-specific adverse drug reactions.27 A US
Government Accountability Office report noted
that of 10 FDA-approved drugs that were withdrawn from the US market between 1997-2001,
eight posed greater health risks for women than for
men.28 In 1991, Bernadine Healy, MD, became the
first female director of the National Institutes of
Health (NIH), and launched the Women’s Health
Initiative that included over 150,000 postmenopausal women as participants. The inclusion of
women in clinical research finally became law with
the NIH Revitalization Act of 1993.29
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

Given the importance
of including women as
participants in clinical
trials, it is critical
that women be well
represented among
clinical investigators,
but participation lags
in this arena
Adequate representation of women as participants in clinical trials is essential, and promoted
by NIH, yet we still have a long way to go. Among
60 randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of lipidlowering therapies reported between 1990 and
2018, there was a modest increase in enrollment of
women over time, but women remain underrepresented compared with the relative burden of disease.30 In another study of 317 RCTs of heart failure
with reduced ejection fraction published in highimpact journals over the past 20 years, only 25%
of participants overall were female, and females
were under-enrolled in 72% of these trials. Notably,
under-enrollment of female participants was associated with men in first or last authorship position of
the resulting publications.31
Given the importance of including women as
participants in clinical trials, it is critical that
women be well represented among clinical investigators, but participation lags in this arena.
Women comprise only approximately 10% of authors of major clinical trials of cardiovascular
medications. 32,33 Among almost 500 RCTs in oncology, in only 17.9% were corresponding authors
women. 34 Of clinical trials relating to COVID-19
registered on clinicaltrials.gov, only 27.8% of principal investigators were women. 35
It is not merely to improve recruitment of women
as participants in clinical trials that we need to
maintain and increase the participation of women
in academic clinical research. A diversity of perspectives in research makes for richness of thought,
greater excellence in studies, improved creativity in
studies, and better collaboration.
If we do not take action to address gender
Applied Clinical Trials • June 2022
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inequity in medicine, now being further amplified
by the disproportionate impact of the pandemic,
we could find that current attrition will become a
mass exodus of women from academic medicine.
In a survey of COVID-related stress and work
intentions among US healthcare workers, 31.4%
of physicians intend to reduce work hours and
23.8% intend to leave their practice within two
years. 36 The proportions are bound to be higher
among women physicians. 37

3.

4.

5.

In summary

The Clinical Research Forum provides a forum
to discuss the unique and complex challenges in
performing clinical and translational research, to
advocate for support for clinical research, and to
recommend improvements in our approach to clinical research. Last year, the Forum convened an Academic Achievement Committee to address the impact of the pandemic on women in clinical research.
As members of that committee, we and colleagues
prepared a framework for action, recently published
in Nature Medicine, in which we highlight financial,
cultural, and operational changes that institutions,
professional societies, foundations, and funding agencies can take to retain women in academic medicine.1
Perhaps other creative solutions can be found as
well. For example, clinical trials organizations and
NIH-sponsored clinical trials can seek out women
as principal investigators, require appropriate enrollment of women in their trials, and strongly
recommend appropriate inclusion of women investigators on the trial teams. It may be that additional
support is required to assure such participation.
We must act now, otherwise the benefits for clinical
research that come with gender equity in medicine
will only become even more difficult to achieve.
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Walgreens is Reimagining Clinical Trials
for Local Execution, Diverse Participation
Building on its nationwide neighborhood presence, Walgreens believes there is an opportunity
to fundamentally change the paradigm for the patient experience in clinical trials. By blending
technology with a personal connection and flexible care options, the drugstore chain can educate
and empower a more diverse population of participants.

R

amita Tandon, chief clinical trials
officer at Walgreens, spotlights
the emerging clinical trials
business at one of the largest drugstore
chains in the United States and the
industry challenges and opportunities it
aims to solve.

Can you share a bit about your
background, your role, and what drew
you to Walgreens?

I spent more than 25 years in the lifesciences industry building and leading
clinical trials at contract research
organization (CRO) businesses. I’ve
always believed that a best-in-class
operating model using real-world
insights and innovation can drive
operational efficiencies, and, in turn,
forge stronger connections with
patients, payers, biopharmaceutical
companies, and healthcare systems.
As the chief clinical trials officer at
Walgreens, I am responsible for leading
and driving growth to enable a nextgeneration clinical trial business. My
belief is that if we engage and empower
our local communities to understand
the benefits for clinical research, we can
move the needle for a more equitable
research enterprise. My goal is to
leverage our massive physical footprint
and partner with our communities
to unlock patients’ voices to improve
access, increase diversity, drive
awareness, and leverage our trust in the
communities we serve.
I believe we can capitalize on our deep,
real-world insights embedded in our

Ramita Tandon
Chief Clinical Trials Officer
Walgreens

Sponsored by

ecosystem and leverage our physical
infrastructure as healthcare destinations
to recruit underrepresented populations
that have not had access to clinical trials –
and improve the experience for those
who participate.
Given your proximity across your career
to the pharmaceutical industry, what
do you see as the key issues in the
conduct of clinical trials today?

COVID-19 shed light on the industry in
terms of highlighting and bringing to
the forefront a lot of the inefficiencies
and complexities in the design and
conduct of clinical trials. But, more
importantly, it highlighted some of the
core issues that have existed all along,
such as patient diversity, health equity,
and a general lack of patient access
and awareness.

The industry is moving rapidly,
particularly around various technological
advances optimizing clinical-trial
workflows and getting patients to
participate. But we still need to further
diversify clinical-trial populations so
that we can improve patient access and
health equity. In parallel, the overall
coordination, continuity, engagement,
and experience all play a role.
We are focused on how to improve the
patient experience and connectivity of
care. Today, these are very fragmented.
While the industry, including
pharmaceutical partners, is trying to
push ahead using technology to solve
these complex problems, patients are
feeling left behind, whether it’s due to
limited awareness or time constraints.
Walgreens is in a unique position to
serve as the bridge between optimizing
the clinical-trial workflow and finding
better ways to bring patients along
this journey. When a trial ends, it
doesn’t end for Walgreens. Our goal
is to take trial participants, even after
they’ve finished their obligations to
a clinical trial, and continue their
care coordination as part of our
commitment for last-mile enablement.
Further, the ongoing issues
surrounding the lack of diversity and
equitable participation is critical given
the new draft guidance issued by the
FDA. Twenty percent of drugs have a
variation in responses across ethnic
groups, yet 75% of trial participants are
white, 11% are Hispanic, and fewer than

SPECIAL SPONSORED SECTION

10% are Black or Asian. We need
to urgently tackle this issue.
How does Walgreens fit into the
solutions for some of those problems,
especially around the lack of access,
equity, and diversity in the subjects
of trials?

We have a clear vision to reimagine
local healthcare, ensuring we’re
better connected to our communities
and finding ways to improve health
outcomes for all. We recognize the
need for partners and that it’s going
to take a village to move toward an
interconnected healthcare network.
Walgreens is striving to expand its reach
as we transform an antiquated clinicaltrial model. Our goal is to increase the
percentage of the U.S. population that
participates in clinical trials, which is
less than 5% today. If we can use our
scale and century-plus of trust and care
that we have with patients to educate
and empower them, we can make a
meaningful difference.
Part of this vision is improving the patient
experience by reducing their burden to
participate. But to be clear, we are not
decoupling the relationship that patients
have with providers. In fact, they work
hand-in-hand. We can activate our
shared assets and our real-world insights
to enable pharmaceutical companies
to connect with and target patient
populations in ways they’ve not been able
to before, especially in rare diseases.
What is the ideal approach, i.e.,
business models and services, to
enable next-generation clinical trials,
especially at a retail pharmacy leader
like Walgreens?

Our approach is a portfolio-integrated,
one-stop-shop business model that will
enable the next generation of clinical
trials. It is drawn from three areas.
First is an insights-driven patient
identification recruitment process
where we can leverage our technology
to find patients with more speed and
precision to target more diverse clinical
research participation.

Walgreens is striving to expand its reach
as we transform an antiquated clinical-trial
model. Our goal is to increase the percentage
of the U.S. population that participates in
clinical trials, which is less than 5% today.
If we can use our scale and century-plus of
trust and care that we have with patients to
educate and empower them, we can make
a meaningful difference.
The second piece is trial conduct as we
activate our physical locations and bring
trials to patients near their homes. We
can help conduct trials in different
ways—from onsite-based clinical trials
to hybrid-trial designs virtually or
at home. This flexible approach will
reduce trial-operational complexity to
improve cycle times and reduce overall
costs, while also providing us with
multiple options to drive awareness,
education, and empowerment for
patients to participate.
The third piece is real-world evidence
and informatics, which is a huge
benefit to our partners. We sit on a live,
breathing foundation of clinical and
pharmacy insights from our patients
and consumers. We can understand
the patient journey more holistically
and leverage these aggregated and
actionable insights to support patientcentric drug development targeted to
improve outcomes.
What progress has Walgreens made
in the clinical-trials space to date, and
what is to come?

It’s difficult for patients to visit clinical
sites, especially if they live in areas
that don’t have access to specific
healthcare delivery models, such as
the rural Midwest and the deep South.
Nearly 80% of the U.S. population lives
within 5 miles of a Walgreens, so we are
mapping out and activating locations

to support patients who are unable to
participate in clinical research. We plan
to continue advancing efforts to provide
greater potential access points to the
services we provide, including clinicaltrial visits, whether at a Walgreens,
online, or even at home.
We learned a lot from our efforts during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Walgreens has
been front and center administering
more than 63 million vaccinations
across the United States, and our care
teams have spent a lot of time educating
and empowering millions to make
informed decisions about vaccinations.
Part of that was tackling the issues
of access and distrust around the
American healthcare system. We plan to
apply these learnings and frameworks
to how we run clinical trials to enhance
diversity and health equity.
What is your desired call to action to
the industry, and how does Walgreens
help to support this call to action?

The industry is using technological
advancements and other business
models to disrupt and improve the
clinical trial workflow. On the other
hand, patients and consumers have a
lack of trust and awareness. So, the call
to action needs to focus on providing
the education, empowerment, and
support to navigate this complex web of
the industry with every patient’s voice at
the forefront.
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Working Group

Defining Quality Tolerance
Limits and Key Risk Indicators
for Timely Risk Detection
Series Part 1: Introduction and the relationship between QTL and KRI,
with reflections from early adopters on emerging best practices

T

oday’s regulatory updates are driving innovation to revolutionize quality improvement
in clinical research. While quality tolerance
limits (QTLs) are standard in some industries, the
International Conference on Harmonization’s ICH
E6 (R2)1 represents the first time QTLs have been
introduced for application in good clinical practice
(GCP). Although early adopters have collaborated
to understand and apply QTL-related practices,
most clinical studies employing QTLs have not
yet passed through regulatory inspection—leaving much room for discovery of and reflection on
emerging best practices.
This three-part series, with the first installment
ahead, will share lessons learned along the journey to help stakeholders get ahead of the curve for
QTL adoption. New insights will help our industry focus not on doing more things but on doing
the right things to ensure impactful quality—without overburdening sites or sponsors. These quality
improvements represent significant opportunities to
reframe and rethink how we bring drugs to market,
ultimately offering new hope to patients awaiting
medical breakthroughs.

The consortium

The WCG Metrics Champion Consortium (MCC) is
part of the WCG Avoca Quality Consortium, an alliance of industry organizations through which sponsors, contract research organizations (CROs), and
vendors collaborate in a progressive, pre-competitive
environment. Our shared objective is to enable innovation, elevate quality, and bring key stakeholders in
the clinical trial process into greater alignment.
In late 2020, consortium members decided to develop guidance on the definition of QTL—regarding metrics, implementation, and use—by channeling experiences from across the industry. A working
group of 20 individuals (representing 16 organiza28
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tions) met virtually during 2021 to discuss the challenges and develop a leading practice approach to
be shared with the industry. The group adopted
and built upon definitions of key terms used by
TransCelerate BioPharma Inc. This series summarizes the areas of agreement that the working group
considers most beneficial to the industry.

Use of QTLs

Traditionally, quality in clinical trials has been
achieved by inspection—checking outputs for errors. Examples include checking data quality before database lock, auditing investigational sites,
and source document verification (SDV) by site
monitors. While other industries have successfully
adopted Six Sigma and lean process improvement
methodologies—initially developed in the manufacturing industry during the second half of the
20th century—clinical research has been slow to
adopt them.
These process improvement methodologies are
based on two fundamental premises: designing
quality into the protocol and processes from the
start, a.k.a. quality by design (QbD), and monitoring trial processes (rather than their outputs) to
maintain them in a consistent state (in control).
When a process is determined to be outside the
normal operating parameters (out of control), the
process is stopped; investigation takes place, and
adjustments are made to put the process back on
track. By focusing on the process, the intention is
that an early signal can be detected—signaling a
risk to the outputs. By responding to that signal,
any output that does not meet requirements can be
minimized and, hopefully, eliminated.
It is preferable not to produce a faulty output
at all, rather than produce it and then discard or
rework it later. Detecting an early signal is critical
to this approach. Process improvement efforts often
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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FIGURE 1. Balance between providing an early signal with a QTL and the reporting requirements.
SOURCE: WCG Metrics Champion Consortium, QTL Working Group

initially focus on understanding the detailed cause
and effect in processes to help establish the process
measurements most likely to provide a signal that
can be detected in time to act. This process focus
has spread across many industries—particularly
through the adoption of the ISO 9001 standard.2
ICH E6 (R2) was adopted for clinical trials in
2016. Section 5.0 (Quality Management) owes
much to the process focus described earlier. The
“predefined QTLs” referred to are measurements
that can give an early signal of risk to the overall
quality—impacting human subject protection or
reliability of trial results. The earlier a signal of risk
can be detected, the more likely an investigation
can lead to actions that minimize or even eliminate
these quality impacts.

Challenges for clinical trials

Consortium members have regularly discussed the
challenges of implementing QTLs. One significant
challenge is a limited understanding of “cause and
effect” within clinical trial processes—in part because
every trial is, by definition, new and different. ICH
E6 (R2) requires that “important deviations from the
predefined quality tolerance limits” are summarized
in the clinical study report (CSR). There is, in effect, a balance of judgment taking place (see Figure 1
above). Ideally, an emerging issue is detected early to
give enough time to act—to understand the issue and
reduce its impact on the trial output. A parameter designed to provide this early signal will lead to signals
due to non-systemic issues, i.e., noise.
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

For example, monitoring the proportion of trial
participants who have withdrawn could lead to
such a signal if one participant withdraws when
only three are enrolled. There may be no evidence
that the single withdrawal might impact other participants and, therefore, the trial output. In addition, newly defined parameters designed to detect
emerging issues early might be imperfect, leading to
further “false” signals.
If a QTL parameter is defined to provide an
early signal of an emerging issue, such signals will
each have to be assessed for whether they need to be
reported in the CSR. Sponsors do not want to have
to report deviations that are false signals because of
a poorly defined measurement or because they are
an artifact of limited data early in the study. As a
result, the regulation has the effect of encouraging
sponsors to define QTLs that are unlikely to be
breached, which undermines the intended purpose
of providing early detection of risk.
Another challenge is that the relationship between key risk indicators (KRIs) and QTLs is inconsistent across the industry. Many sponsors have
adopted an approach of monitoring investigational
site risk using KRIs due to the emergence of riskbased quality management methodologies. Deviations from KRIs do not have to be reported in the
CSR, so KRIs can be designed to provide early signals of quality risk without the burden of including
a summary of deviations in the final study report.
However, the implementation and use of QTLs is
often considered a separate exercise. This issue is
Applied Clinical Trials • June 2022
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A study-level KRI for data entry timeliness may
be useful to monitor the overall trend
in the timeliness of data entry across all
sites in the study. This could be compared
against a standard “expected” time
compounded by the common misconception that
any measurement of study-level risk must be a QTL
rather than a KRI.
Consortium members participating in the QTL
Working Group met over several months in 2021 to
discuss these challenges and propose possible solutions. They agreed to accept the definitions of key
terms from TransCelerate BioPharma3 and to build
on that approach. The following proposals have
been made:
•K
 RIs can be defined and assessed at the study
level and other levels (e.g., country, site, participant). QTLs can be considered the most critical
study-level KRIs. This concept is described under “Quality tolerance limits vs. key risk indicators” ahead.
•D
 etermining the right QTL parameter and
threshold for given risks is often difficult. Further guidance can help organizations with QTL
definition, including areas where QTLs are typically used and not used. This concept will be
described in Part 2 of this series, published in
Applied Clinical Trials in the September issue.
•T
 he earliest possible detection of an emerging risk is important to managing study risks
and reducing the likelihood of them becoming issues that matter. The QTL Working Group
proposes the use of companion KRIs to a QTL.
These companion KRIs can provide an early signal of an emerging issue but do not lead to the
burden of additional reporting in the CSR. The
definition of KRIs can significantly impact the
timeliness of risk detection. This concept will be
described in Part 3 of this series, published in
Applied Clinical Trials’ December issue.

Quality tolerance limits
vs. key risk indicators

Let’s explore the relationship between QTLs and
KRIs as applied to clinical research. KRIs are
“metrics used to monitor identified risk exposures
30
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over time.”4 They have a metric definition and a
threshold (or possibly two). When the value of the
KRI goes beyond the threshold, there is a signal of
an emerging risk or issue that may need investigating. They are most often used to detect site-level
risks, and they trigger follow-up action steps such as
a remote site contact or an on-site monitoring visit
to investigate the risks and address any issues. Numerous site-level KRIs may be used in a study, with
the total number typically ranging from 10 to 20.
By detecting possible issues at a site early, actions
can reduce the potential impact on data integrity or
human subject protection.
While sites represent a primary focus of KRIdriven risk detection, the potential sources of risk
on a given study may also include the geographic
location (e.g., country) or individual participants.
Many of the same KRIs used to monitor site risks
may also help detect risks at these other levels. Similarly, KRIs can be defined and used at the study
level. In this case, the data across all sites are aggregated, and the KRI is compared over time against a
discrete risk threshold.
Study-level KRIs are thus designed to detect
risks and issues that are systemic in nature and
not isolated to one or only a handful of sites in the
clinical trial.
For example, the cycle time from participant visit
to data entered into EDC (data entry timeliness)
is a commonly used KRI. It detects sites taking
significantly longer than expected to enter data,
which may pose a risk to data quality. Additionally,
it identifies an operational risk that the centralized
data monitoring KRI dashboards are not based
on near-real-time data. A study-level KRI for data
entry timeliness may be useful to monitor the overall trend in the timeliness of data entry across all
sites in the study. This could be compared against a
standard “expected” time.
Suppose the average timeliness across all sites
(at study level) is higher than the standard. In that
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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Comparison of KRls and QTLs
Key Risk Indicator

Quality Tolerance Limit

Referenced in ICH E6 (R2)

No

Yes

Object measured

Key risk threshold

QTL parameter

Threshold level

Risk threshold

QTL threshold plus optional secondary
(warning) limit

When finalized

Preferably before first participant enrolled but
Before first participant enrolled
can be added during the study if new risks emerge

Updates to definition
or threshold

Document any updates including rationale

Provide clear, well-documented justification

Documentation of deviations
from threshold

Document in TMF

Document in TMF and document important
deviations in CSR

Level of measurement

Participant, site, multiple sites, study level

Study level

TABLE 1.
SOURCE: WCG Metrics Champion Consortium QTL Working Group

case, there is a risk for the study, which may warrant
study-wide actions (e.g., awareness communication
to all sites) vs. a site-by-site intervention.

QTLs as a special subset
of study-level KRIs

As with KRIs, QTLs are a combination of the parameter (measurement) and threshold level (limit)
used to help monitor risks to quality during the
conduct of a study. QTLs can, therefore, be considered a subset of the study-level KRIs, designated to monitor the most important risks associated with critical-to-quality factors 5 in the study.
In other words, they are study-level KRIs that focus on study risks that have the greatest potential
impact on data integrity or human subject protection. TransCelerate BioPharma recommends the
use of three to five QTLs for a study. KRIs are not
referenced in GCP—ICH E6 (R2), but QTLs are:
“Predefined quality tolerance limits should be established,
taking into consideration the medical and statistical characteristics of the variables as well as the statistical design of
the trial, to identify systematic issues that can impact subject
safety or reliability of trial results. Detection of deviations
from the predefined quality tolerance limits should trigger
evaluation to determine if action is needed.”
Perhaps this concept has led to the perspective
that QTLs are entirely different from KRIs. Table
1 above helps to highlight the differences and similarities between QTLs and KRIs.
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

According to ICH E6 (R2), QTLs should be “predefined,” which is taken to mean that the parameter
and threshold should be established before study start
or first participant in (FPI). The QTLs are indicators of whether the expected quality in the trial is
being achieved, and, as with hypothesis testing, the
expectation is set before gathering data. The aim is to
avoid bias from data in the current trial when setting
the QTL parameter and threshold. However, this
does not mean that a QTL must remain unchanged
throughout the course of a trial. Despite best efforts to
establish QTL definitions and thresholds in advance,
a study team may become aware of information not
previously recognized or known that triggers some
adjustments. It is important to clearly document the
reason and justification for the updates in these cases.
There is an additional requirement in ICH E6
(R2) relating to QTLs:
“The sponsor should describe the quality management approach implemented in the trial and summarize important deviations from the predefined quality tolerance limits and remedial
actions taken in the clinical study report (ICH E3, Section 9.6
Data Quality Assurance).”
Compared to KRIs, documentation requirements
are significantly different for QTLs, referenced in
ICH E6 (R2). The CSR should include an explanation of the selection of QTL parameters and QTL
thresholds, a description of actions taken due to important deviations from the thresholds and a justification of any changes to the thresholds.
Applied Clinical Trials • June 2022
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that one participant rather than a systemic studywide issue. These deviations may not be considered
“important” as long as the QTL is not exceeded at
the end of the study.
Watch for Part 2 in this series in the September
issue, which will highlight the process of defining
QTLs. If you would like more information on the
consortium, please visit our website at www.theavocagroup.com/quality-consortium/.
ACT
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FIGURE 2. The relationship between QTLs and KRIs.
SOURCE: WCG Metrics Champion Consortium, QTL Working Group

QTLs are a special subset of KRIs
that focus on critical study risks

Figure 2 above shows the relationship between
QTLs and KRIs. The parameters used to monitor
QTLs and KRIs are metrics. QTLs are a special
subset of KRIs that focus on critical study risks.
There has been much discussion on interpreting
the term “important deviation” in ICH E6 (R2).
Most deviations from the QTLs are likely to be
important, as they are the special subset of KRIs
that focus on critical study risks. However, early in
the study, where there are few participants, a QTL
might be deviated from simply due to limited data.
For example, one participant terminating early out
of two enrolled may be simply a special cause for
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ithin the domain of clinical trials, the goals of quality by design (QbD) are to assure that the
outcome data are fit for their intended purpose and that there is an absence of errors that
could impact decision-making. Since all products and services within a clinical trial are subject to regulatory oversight, all sponsors, vendors, and clinical research sites must always be prepared
for that knock on the door when your administrator says, as mine said to me a few years ago, “The FDA
has arrived and would like to speak to the person responsible for the clinical trial.”
A frequently asked question is what have been
the barriers to entry preventing pharmaceutical
and medical device companies from widely adopting and implementing paperless and digitally based
clinical trials? Ironically, for more than a decade,
technologies allowing for paperless and digital clinical trials have been encouraged by regulators. Fortunately, the time has finally come for the transition to a global acceptance by the pharmaceutical
industry and regulators of the use of paperless and
digital technologies to collect clinical trial data both
within the clinic and remotely.
The FDA and others have issued multiple guidance documents addressing the use of digital technology tools when used in clinical trials. Now that
the electronic world has finally entered the clinical
trials space, as part of routine pre-approval inspections, there must be stakeholder assessments of the
impacts of digital systems on 1) informed consent; 2)
data collected to determine effectiveness; 3) patient
safety by assuring that all safety events are accurately collected and reported 4) data integrity and
accountability; 5) protocol compliance; 6) monitoring of the study, including risk-based monitoring;
and 7) drug/device accountability etc.
Since digital-based companies have not been
routinely subject to FDA laws, rules, and regulations,
the following are key elements to be addressed and
assessed by these organizations choosing to enter the
clinical trials space.
Software validation. The basic goal of software
validation is to assure that configured applications
act as intended when used in clinical trials. Therefore, when regulators inspect software products, it is
critical to document that the trial software applications are validated. Fortunately, starting in 2002, the
FDA has provided validation guidelines for software
supporting regulated products. For new products hitting the market, an assessment should also be made
if FDA clearance of the software would be required
through the device 510(k) or PMA regulatory ap-
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proval routes. For global programs, local regulatory
requirements must also be addressed.
Human factors and end-user usability.
These are elements that must be considered during development of digital devices for use in clinical trials. FDA has issued a guidance document to
assist the industry on how to follow appropriate
human factors and usability engineering processes
so that new medical devices will be safe and effective for the intended users, uses, and use environments. It is recommended that these studies focus
specifically on the user interface, including displays, controls, packaging, product labels, and instructions for use. As part of their design controls,
manufacturers must also conduct a risk analysis
that includes the risks associated with device use
and the measures designed to mitigate those risks.
Source records management. Some of
those fully committed to using paper records often
ask the question, if a system is fully electronic how
do we know that the data are real if there are no paper source records to compare with the electronic
record? To assuage some of these concerns, as part
of a company’s SOPs, there must be supporting
documentation that the vendor has been qualified
and that the software is in a validated state. It is
also critical that all roles and responsibilities are
properly identified, as well as how the original
source data are controlled. This includes the presence of date and time stamps for all transactions,
and an audit trail of changes cannot be overwritten.
Regulatory pre-approval inspections. One
of the first things the inspectors may request is to
talk to the head of quality as well as who was directly
responsible for the trial. Be prepared to share your
organizational chart as it relates to the study and
copies of relevant contracts/agreements, although
inspectors are usually not concerned about financial matters. The inspectors may also ask for the
documents supporting vendor qualifications, software validation/testing, and risk mitigation plans.
ACT
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